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Case Study: Neurotransmitter imbalance 

 

Ben started his journey on the Gamma Project with very little motivation and a sense of 

overwhelming pressure in his life. Evaluating sign, symptoms, past lifestyle and exercise habits, 

proved to shed light on what was preventing Ben from taking the next step toward achieving 

greater sense of happiness and health. Microbiomes are essential for multiple processes within 

our bodies, in particular the state of our bacterial essentially aids the production of key factors 

required for the production of both calming and excitatory neurotransmitters. Often our 

psychological state of well-being is closely related to our microbiome status. Symptoms of 

dysbiosis (imbalance of gut bacteria) often not only effects how well we absorb nutrition but also 

our lust for life.  

 

Certain symptoms paint a vivid picture of our bacterial state. Understanding feelings of lethargy 

are not merely due to a lack of motivation but possible a state of bacterial imbalance, is vital 

toward influencing ongoing efforts toward achieving ones physical and intellectual goals.  

 

Below are but a few symptoms associated with dysbiosis 

1. frequent stools 

2. Intolerance to sugar, starchy foods and finer 

3. adverse reaction to probiotic supplementation 

4. general flatulence 

5. bloating associated with eating 

6. constant fatigue 

 

Below are lifestyle factors that influence a state of dysbiosis 

1. lack of sleep 

2. Increased intake of stimulants 

3. Poor intake of complete nutrition 

4. Overtraining 

5. Alcohol intake 

6. excessive sugar intake 
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Before Ben was able to rev his engine during his Gamma project we had to go through a major 

reset, which included not only nutraceutical intervention but also movement alteration. The key 

toward obtaining a healthy state of bacteria is not merely achieved through change of diet but 

overall shift in lifestyle habits.  

 

Our journey first started with dietary considerations that did not deprive Ben but rather installed a 

sense of awareness within his eating habits. Deprivation leads to short term gain however 

awareness leads to ongoing solution, as such there were no initial calorie objectives but rather 

consideration as to what was not allowed in Ben’s diet, these included the abstinence of  

 

1. Nightshades: contain trace elements of nicotine which fuel the growth of unwanted yeast in 

the small intestine, giving way to increased potential of SIBO (small intestinal bacterial 

overgrowth) 

2. Refined sugar: simple glucose fuels the growth of unwanted bacteria, fuelling the 

proliferation of bacterial species that only starves the body of further nutrient assimilation  

3. Caffeine: although caffeine may help with blood sugar control, in states of dysbiosis, 

caffeine may lead one pronounced states of intestinal hyper permeability (lack of GI 

defence to foreign bodies or pathogens entering the blood stream) 

4. Gluten: increasing inflammatory response in the intestinal tract, gluten not only fuels 

unwanted bacterial overgrowth but also increases states of intentional hyper permeability  

5. Wheat: the glucose found in wheat may fuel the growth of a particular strain of bacteria 

called candida, limiting wheat in Ben’s case was vital in our efforts to reduce his state of 

dysbiosis  

 

In addition to the above considerations, Ben followed a dietary plan which was lower in 

carbohydrate and higher in fat. HFLC (High fat low carbohydrate diets) are useful toward ridding 

the body of bacterial overgrowth, however they need to addressed with due consideration. HFLC 

plans require a balanced autonomic position as the process of digestion fats and proteins is 

metabolically complex and requires optimal release of gastric endocrine hormones. Excessive 

stress distorts our autonomic status thus also influences our ability to full digest proteins and fats. 

Poor digestion of proteins increases the likelihood of bacterial overgrowth. Ensuring a stress state 

that can accommodate a dietary plan geared toward resetting the gut was imperative to Ben’s 

Gamma Project. 
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Stress is debilitating causing not only strain to our minds but bodies too. Taking action of 

installing exercise and habits that promote parasympathetic activity was of the highest priority in 

Ben’s initial reset. The first 5 weeks of Ben’s 25 week journey consisted of 3 hours of stretching, 

yoga and meditative practice in contrast to the 2 hours of metabolic conditioning and weight 

training prescribed per week. Societies mindset to fitness can be summarised in the statement: 

Blood, sweat and tears, however in understanding human physiology, the harder we push in times 

of strain, the greater the detriment one may cause in effort to re-establish optimal biological 

function.  

 

Once Ben had completed his initial 5 week reset, symptoms seems to not prevail and our journey 

could shift gears toward greater volumes of effort and in turn enable accomplishment of goals. 

Truth within each casestudy is established through understanding each variable within a current 

physiological position. Only through thoughtful and ongoing evaluation are we truly able to create 

consistent change in our efforts.  

 

 

 

 


